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Questions addressed today 

!  Latino vote in 2014, likely vote in 2016?

!  Immigration attitudes in 2014, likely attitudes after BO 
executive action / GOP blocking of exec action?

!  Role of immigration attitudes in Latino voting?
!  2014 U.S. House vote

!  2014 U.S. Senate vote

!  Likely 2016 U.S. Presidential vote



Hypotheses 

1.  Latino immigration attitudes significant determinants of 2014 
House and Senate votes, likely 2016 Pres. vote.

2.  To understand Latino immigration attitudes, need to know 
Latino-specific attributes such as:

!  Strength of ethnic attachments,

!  immigrant social networks,

!  language use,

!  generation,

!  and national ancestry;

!  in addition to more traditional factors such as educational attainment, 
income, and party identification.



Data and measures 

!  2014 Election Eve survey  
conducted by Latino Decisions.

!  Completed interviews by telephone, using fully bilingual 
callers, with 4,529 Latino voters in 10 states + nationally.

!  Political Qs on 2014 House and Senate votes, likely 2016 
Pres. vote, candidate favorability, party identification.

!  Latino-specific Qs: identity label, group consciousness, know 
an undocumented immigrant, survey/news language, 
generation (parents, grandparents birthplace), national origin.

!  Qs on immigration issue: salience/importance, relevance for 
vote, impact of exec. action on party enthusiasm.



Latino votes in 2014, likely vote in 2016 
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Note: National results. 
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Immigration issue SALIENCE 
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Immigration issue RELEVANCE 
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Immigration issue POLARIZATION 

Source: Latino Decisions Election Eve 2014 Poll Sponsored by LVP/NCLR/AV. 
Note: National results. 
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Immigration issue POLARIZATION 

Source: Latino Decisions Election Eve 2014 Poll Sponsored by LVP/NCLR/AV. 
Note: National results. 
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Did Latino immigration attitudes help 
determine their vote preferences? 



Latino-specific attributes: ethnic attachments, 
social networks and language use
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Determinants of Democratic vote choice 
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Summary of results 

!  Executive action by Pres. Obama and the Republican 
Congress’s efforts to block are both polarizing among Latinos:
!  Supporters of action are much more enthusiastic about the Democratic 

Party in light of action by Obama; detractors are much less enthusiastic.

!  Supporters are much less enthusiastic about the Republican Party if 
executive action is blocked; detractors are much more enthusiastic.
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blocked action, is consistently, strongly and positively related 
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!  Supporters of action are much more enthusiastic about the Democratic 

Party in light of action by Obama; detractors are much less enthusiastic.

!  Supporters are much less enthusiastic about the Republican Party if 
executive action is blocked; detractors are much more enthusiastic.

!  Enthusiasm for the parties in light of executive action, or 
blocked action, is consistently, strongly and positively related 
to Democratic vote preferences in 2014 and 2016.

!  Immigration issue salience and self-reported relevance to 
vote are less influential after controlling for Latino-specific 
attributes that predict these immigration attitudes.



Implications for policymaking and Election 2016 

!  Efforts to change immigration policy through executive action 
are strongly supported by Latinos, and such action and 
responses to it impact enthusiasm for the two parties;
!  Such enthusiasm predicts Latino Democratic vote preferences, even 

when controlling for a host of other more traditional factors;

!  Latinos who are less enthusiastic about the Republican Party because 
of blocked executive action will be less likely to vote GOP in 2016;

!  Such enthusiasm, its connection to executive action/blocked action, and 
its impact on vote preferences should be highlighted.
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!  Latinos who are less enthusiastic about the Republican Party because 
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!  Such enthusiasm, its connection to executive action/blocked action, and 
its impact on vote preferences should be highlighted.

!  Latino motivations for voting are also key:
!  Latinos who vote to support the Latino community, perhaps because 

they feel abandoned by both parties, are less likely to vote Democratic, 
so the parties must make Latinos feel welcomed if they want their vote.



Thank you! 
 

Comments? Questions? 
aavalenz@princeton.edu 


